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ABSTRACT
The private internii ratk of return tc investments is

evaluated in two levels in each of the following four educational
Frcgrams: computer science, nursing, nutrition, and social work.'In
these fields, a situation occurs in which many bachelor.'s'degree
giaduates and community college vocational degree holders perform
exactly the sato, work and receive different salaries. The monetary
benefit returns to individuals are cilculated by using the
cost-benefit analysis method. The method is based on the assumiktion
theit the income that an average individual with a sepcific level of
education in a.givden field will be earning years later can be -'-'

estimated based On the average income currently being earned by
people having the same characteristics. Repuns to investment in a
bachelor's degree versus a community college vocational degree range :

frOm 5.4 percent for nurses to 1H:to 20 percent for computer science cr

and social work graduates. It is suggested that these 'results bgr
ugeful not'Only to public employment agencies and educational
institutions, but particularly tc individual students, who strive to
acquire the most profitable level Of education in the most economical
way: (SW)
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ABSTRACT

G

This paper is an attempt todetermin privae internal rate of return,

to investment in two levels a four selected educhtional programs (computer

science, nursing, nutrition, and social world). In these fields, a perennial .

.1,

uneasy situation occurs in which many bachelor's degree gradua es and

community college vocational degree holders,perfdrm exactly the same work

and receive'different salaries. The monetary benefit returns to individuals

are calculated by using the cost-Nbenefit analysis method. Results Will be

useful not only to public employment agencies and educational institutions

but particularly to students who strive to acquire',,the most profitable level

of education through the most economical way.

.
L.
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ECONOMIC RETURNS TO SCHpOLIN .DECISIONS
,

4

The basic policy choice question' studied in thisopaper is the following: is

it economically profitable for community college vocational degree holders

in selected fields to invest further in a bathefor's,degree when they can .

-;:have access to jobs in which degree holders of both levels of education are
11

.e.ligIbleI Workers with less formal education tfeel they deserve equal pay

for equal work wialeAhose with more schooling
I
ar.

,

e hardly satisfied?with the
.:

salary differentials exi4ting between the two levels of schooling. This

A ,situation is often creating aniaosity among workers- themselves and confusion

wit employers. At the end, educational institutions are'being criticized

for, producing outcomes ?hat serve neither the cause ofeOtciency nor equity:

0'Edtiationas an Investment

\,;

,. 'Benefit returns to.,educatl
/

on are generally classif ied into four broad-cat-
.

1 egories: private monetary, private nonmonetary, social monetary, and social
N

lis

nonmonetary (Gounden,r1967). This paper focuses onthe.private monetary
d

r
(returt* By leaving the.,dther.kinds of benefits aside, the"authors do not

. I .

mean tciimply that tO4consumptfotybenefits to educa4iorldd not accrue to

, ---- , .

.

....,..

individuals an society butonly to indicate that'the great complexity Eid-,
4'

v
fficuy to measure and quantify many of these elements go beyo-rid the scope

. -,
. -.k,

a,dft)hi s study. - t
,

4

Pioneering eromirsts of edtcation suOi As Hodthakker (1954), nsenv(1963),

and BeCker (196 a. 144b),-have lqpg recognize'd that expenditures on tducatioh



were an investment not fundamentally different from other investments. In line

with the human capital theory,,deducation is considered as an item currently

purchased that will produce benefits in the future (Taubman and Wales, 1974);

for that reason, individuals undertake educational investments in themselves

'hoping to gain some benefits from them during their remaining working-lifetime.

For an individual,-the costs of investing in education include direct eXpenses.

for registration, tuition,,fees, supplies, extra - curricular activities, and
1

earnings foregone while attending schoo; returns to that investment in

Schooling consist of actual differences in income that can be attributed

specifIcally to "pmal education and training through9ut a lifetime. Edu-

cational attainment is not the onlyfdetermyidnt ofearnings (Gig-is, 1971;

(Taubman and Wales, 1974; Ribi* andMurphii,.197.5); however, when the salary

2
structure of the average worker in a'specialized field-becomes regulated by

4 collective barg ining agreements)either in the private ol" public-sector, the
)

influence of factors. SUa srmotiyayon, mental ability and physical health

on' income is expected much more limited.

Rate-of-Return Approach

' J

While most studies (Jencks, 1972; PacharopoUlos, 197) have consistently

indicated a positive relationship btween the level ofSchOoling in workers
1.

and their earnings; the, fundamental question remains whether the discounted
r,

income gain is Smaller or greater fhan.the amount_of the extra-spending re-

7'

quired to induce it. iconomistshave customarily answered this question by

computing the internal rate Of return (r) or, the present discounted value of

the additional income stream arisipg from education. Nollen (1975) surveyed

sev studies dealing_with the private rate of return to collegd education

4.



5.

marginal to high school education and reported, percentages ranging from 12%

to 16% in'favor of college graduates. Comparisons between the rates of return

to college graduates with those to one- and two-year college dropouts seemed

to be inconclusive. Hansen (1963), Becker (1964a), and Hanoch (1967) obtained

a much higher r for college graduates. However, Taubman and Wales (1973, 1974)

arrived at the opposite findings; Raymond and Sesnowitz (1975) pointed.toward

the same conclusion and suggested that the, high r earned by he one- and two -

year college,dropo smight be-a rec ent phenomenon.. ,-

Bachelor's vs Community College Degree

In the Province of Quebec, the educational system is suchithat students can ,/

either attend a community college for two years and thin enroll-in a un versity

program for another three years to get a bachelor's degre; or y ca

register in a, hree-year program at thelcommunity college level and OA'

a so-called vocational or techjcai degree. By

system has produced reasonable outputs; there is h wever a 60Rain degree of

I

d large; ihWdeced ld

confusion and questioning in some fields ovl'the eccoo ic viability,of ac-

a quiring a bachelor's degree when certification rwirem nts and occupational.

qualifications make iikequally1Possible for degree holders of both levels of

institutions to be contidered for the/sathe jobs.

In an/attempt t answer the basic question, the four following'fieldsof study

were used as prototypes: computer science, nursing, nutrition, and social

work. With the notable exception of Computer,science, the major fy of the

graduates from both-e ueational levels in these chosen field are more heavily

b `..;.,

em'ployed in the publi and parapubUt sec
\

Out of the four selected fields, .

7



6.

nursing is the only one where graduates must be certified by qaw to be granted

the right to pictice; the successful passing of an examination after either

a vocational degree or a bachelor's degree insures that right.

Methodology

The d used in this study is based on the assumption that one can estimate

what an average individual with a.specific level of education in'a given field

will be earning n years later,-as measured by.the averageN4-niome currently

being earned by people having therftame characteristics, but in a cohort,n

years later. The privatf rates qif return related to the levels of schooling
0 .

and the types of education were calculated in the conventional manner IV solving

the following discount formula:

NPV

v.

n
Ns. 1

I"
t

Bt C
t

t >
(1'+ r) t=1 (1 + r

NPV = Net present value

,t (1,m ) = .Number, of yegrs at school(`

,t = Number of years at work

= -Additional before-tax income associated
with a specific level and type of

B
t

4scho..-.)ol ing ,

C
t

= Additional cost outlay associated with

.
the' acouisition of a specific l7evel an.

type o o -,

ateraPrivate internal of return
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, //The cost variable (C
t
) incorporated ih the mathematical model was calculated

0

from estimates of the following sub-elemer

(
where

¢.

4

0
tL

T
t

Tuition'

e

At =,

(S P
t

)

,

Opportunity cost (Foregone income)

St:

7.

Academic supplies \\

Scholarships and/q# Assistantships'
140,

P
t

= arttiMese ings

Three important steps were'involved in

of return:.

(1) the construction of yearly and lifetime income streams by field for

imating the private idt rnal retest,

(2)

bachelor'i degree at14,comm niiy college.Lcational degree graduates,
s

andalso for community corge vocational degree holders who would
k

6

work dur ng'three years and hen would start taking a bachelor's
.

. ,

degree bp. a part-ti asis Over a five-year period;' for additionalJ.
.,

t j ,.

information and comparisons, education-income.p,rofiles were obltained
formo-e7

for high school graduates as well;

)"---'-'

the calculation of yearly and lifetime incotne differentials (additial

gross income due to a higher lev of educattion) by field for each of

the education level coMbination,me ioned in the first step; and

(t) the netting out of tr a Jonal costsasspciated withIlie acquisition .4

of.a higher level of as foregone income is the dominan

s
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cost consi eraton, it was ital to mAke the exact connection with

the salary Oofile of.the working ndividual at the next lower level

of schooling.

All basic data were related to income rather than earnings; al'so, 'the dollar

value was kept constant. As income differentials have no discernible impact

.

a eran extra lation over a period of 20 year e,

arbitrarily f oz age 65. Contrar

income streamslwete

to mos s udies of

off as itthis type,'es imating ncome streams was not labor
!

could have be n since in rmdt cases collettive bargaining agreeMents Oad

(
these estimates Converriently all mapped out for the next 20 years at :various

egucational-Aeveis.$
w

1/44. Ilesults
.

.;

p

.1 Table 1 presents related kinds:of in "or, tion:
A

the additional lifet4e income repretent extra incle arising from

extra eduCation; these figures do not' ake additional schooling.

e

8.

cosis into consideration;

, .

(2) the additional net present value (NPV) at a 0% and 10% disCOunt rate

exhibitsdollat sign estimates when extra schooling costs-are'ac-
s- .

couRted for; when compared with the additional lifetime ltloome
_ ;7 f .

1

`column figures, the (1% column data give an esfimate o lthe cost

4
.

involved tn acquiring a higher level of education, while the 10%

',--

column results not only reflecnindividual ttme preference rate
,

.

but also indicate how one' educational investment offsets or fails

todieck inflation in the current years; and .40

A

$



TABLE 1

.

PRIVATE ECONOMIC RETURNS TO 'INVESTMENT IN SELECTED FIELDS

'Case

._

.

Selected Fields

. .
, .

/

Additional
Lifetime
Income.

- $ Can.

Net ,rielilotna/lalue

(NPV)", -

$ Can.

A

,,,.:

internal
Rate of
Return (6'

NPV = 00%' 10%

1

2

3

4

COMPUTER SCI Epc .

e.
. .

279 544
46 249
498 826 ".

233 8,6

1\260 551

29 141
468 349

-'2.1.2417

.

-

16

- 3

32

15

,

701

019
246
976

17.

18.3%
6.5%.

18.0%
17.8%

Ni....r.0

B.D. ys. C.C.V.D.
B.D. ,vs. C,C.V.D. . .320,

f B.D. vs. H.Q.D. .)

C.C.V.D. vs. H.S.

4

)

1

2

3

4

,

,

NURSING

55 071
-105 168
190 551
141 51.7

t.,

35 605 .....

-122 189 f
159 800
126 135 .

I/
- 5

1- 19

' 1

,6

730
627 '

63

839

1

.

-.--4%

.4%

14.2%

/_/
4(

B.D. vs. C.C.V.D,
B.D. vs. C.C.V.D, + P.T.B:D.
B.D. vs. H.S.D. .

C.C.V.D. v5. H.S.D.
- 4

1 '

2

3.,4

4

NUTRITION ' '. -'K.,

191 073 w-

- 26.782
439 498 -
262 014

<'
,

1.72 116

- 43 294
411 933
247-382,7-

5

- 12
28
22

510
359

125
922

,

1- ...

- 12.7%
*

17.-9%.

22.5%

B . D . Vs. C.C.V.D.
B.D. ys. C--.0 . + F.T.-B.D,

B.D. vs. H .D. . '7
C,C.V.D/ . H.D.'N

\

1

- 2

1)

4

SOCJAL WORK
-...

7 '

45 14

400 909
124 952

/

'7259 263

30 945
371 675
110 089

'

,

17

- 1

.20

.-3

i

064
176°
422
267.

V

19.4%
3.2%

15.6%
11.9%

.

...

,. ../(2,7)5' B.D. vs. C.CA.D. ,

EIB.D. vtLC:C.V.D. +.T..D
B.D:-vs. H.S.D.

'P-.....,

C.C.V.D. vs. H.S.D.
't

B.D. Aochelor's Degree
C.C.V.D. = Community College Vocational Degre
P.T.B.D. = art-time Bachelor's Degepe

= Jiigh School. Diploma

* The d scour formula cannot tie solved for a u icrue r when there is *lore tha

-'4fiange of signs in the lifettme earnings stream.

.

. .r

one

./

o'

9-



(3) the internal rates of return-to'foWr educational. attainment alter-
"(),

natives in each of the four selected fields (NPV.= 0).

,.5.

Retuilis Co investment. in a'bachelor's degree (B.D.),'vs. a.community college

vocational degree (C.C.V.D.)' range from 5.4% to.19.4 %, all fields being

Considered. With their discount ratesin the neighborhood of 18-20%,.computer

Science.and social work gri;uates are evidently the.main beneficiaries,of

_investing in an underg.raduate degry. While nutritionists (12.7%). are reaping

r

petuniary benefits reasonably above inflatimon level, nurses-are.getting returns

of only 514%.6 An investment in 6' computer ,science baChelor's'degree, as an

example, will pocket its average holder' an additional $260 551,06 dollars

Over 'a lifetime period; by. contrast, the s me education investment,in nursing.

will produce only $35 605,60 dollars more,, As explained previously, one can
.

see that the amounts appearing in the1NPV %) columh are consistently lower

than the corresponding values shown in the additional lifetime ;income' caTumn

(r-
Case 2 of Table 1 dtsplaysequally.interestingleatUres. Note again that

this examplifiesthe.situationfof,a ,D. grtduate e C.C.V*.D..holder-who(,\

r.

after three years experience, decides to undertake a bachelor's degree on °-

.a part.:time'basis over a period of-five years. Theoretically, one woull'
o

expect the B.D. graduates fn all fields to lose much of their edge on their

counterparts;:in

-

someway, the rates oT return and th, NPV (0%) obtained
1 ,

for computer science and social work 'reflect that expectation. However,

nursing add nutrition-retults clearly indicate that straight B.*-D. graduates

are big losers `to individuals who get a C:C.V.D. first and then atdeferred
. _.

.
.

bachelor's degree on a part-time.basit. Accordingly, B.D. nurses and nu-

tritionists would be respectively short changed lay'$122 189,00 and $43 294,00

dollars. To provide interest readers Sth additional information, ecgrromic..

deturfis to B. d. and C.C.V ucation marginal to high school (H.S.1 edu-

.cation -re also presented in Table 1.

OW



.
tbcbking on EconoRa Strategies

P 4
4

This seption eximiriesithe situation -of a fina'nciially minded, st-udenY or young-
' - .

,
:

--pprker'who, before engaging in a parttcUlar ejkatiOnal -investment, trie to
r a 1

ktreamlikthe most-profitable course_offtction. Typically, the first pre-

bccupatiOm_that comes to ones mind is whether a specific path will yield .

more private benefit,returns. %This qUestion was globally answe- red in Table 1
-

from a whole 1-1-fettme point of view. Without necessarily assuming that

individuals have rather short views of their financial returns, most show

greater interest in knowing how much r(ore money per year their additional
, .

spending on education will mean to- hem. F gure 1 exhibits yearly earnings

,differentials for various alternatives in each selected field, An.investment

in a compUter science and 'social work B.D. education vs. a C.C.V.D. education

sounds like a financially sound decision; in 1990, as an example, B.D.

'graduates would have a yearly before-tax salary edge close to $5 000,00

dolla-s. The same applies to nutrition but to a lesser degree. On the

contrary, a nursing B.D.oducation is not a very attractive proposition

since yearly salary differentials are_almost negligible.

Results indicate that computer science and social work C.C.V.D: holders who

'ould take a P.T.B.D. would almost catch up with B.D. salaries. It seems

only logical to think that additional schooling costs and some delay to

integrate the B.D. salary scale structure will always cost the C.C.V.D. +.

P.T.B.D. graduates some negative yearly salary differentials. However, this

does not holid to be true in theAutrition and nursing. fields, as they surpass

B.D. salaries. This can be explained by the fact thatC.C.V.D. salaries are

already competitive with B.D. salaries, and when C.C.V.D. graduates get their

P.T.B.D., acoumulated years' exper'ience Places them in'an advantageous

J
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Figure la'
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Figure lb
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Figure ld
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'position in the salary scale structure. For illustrative purposis,,B.0. and

C.C:V..1). vs. ii:S; yearly earningssdIfferential's,ar5tplotted outea§ well in

Figure

'Individuals might want to assess their educati nal investment in comparison.

with any otherfonetary investment. Assuming that capital invested today

at a 10% interest rate is generally recogytized to beat slightly the present

.
,

inflationary rate level, finding out whether investment in extra education

Will prove to be a. reasonable deterrent to inflation represents some policy

interest. Figure,2a shows that, opce the early years accounting for schooling

costs and specially opportunity costs are over, a social work and computer

stience B.D. education vs. e.q:v.D. education offers adequate protection

against inflation. In the case of nutrition it s more open to question

since higher-than-inflation gains are mildly recorded only paSt 1995. In

vestment in a nursing B:D. wduld earn well below inflation level, both on a

yearly and lifetime basis. Also of policy interest is Figure 2b; none of

the B.D. graduate's would cash in benefit returns large enough to compen§ate

for inflation.

'Implications and Conclusions

Private rates of return obtained in this study are, for the most part, une-

quivocal. High returns to a B.D. education in computer science and social

work should be strong ensou6gement for high school students to follow the

bachelor's degree route right away. C.C.V.D. holders in these same two

fields would improve their lot considerably by investing in the next higher

level of education; their investment would come close to compete-with on-

going inflationary rate level.



The nelr equality between the rates of return for the 9,,6. and-C:C.V.D. itirses
. . . .. . . . . \
is strikingly conclusive. The only questionable field would be nutrition

e .

where the B:D. vs. C.C.V.D. education returns draw some attention but may hot

be sufficiently large to make an investment really profitable; this assertion

does not seems unreasonable when one considers that approximately 30% of.

professionals: earnings is recovered by the government in the fortgof

additiahalltaxlrevenue.

Before closing, the authors want to stress,thefact that the purpose of this

stOy was limited to the study of pecuniary benefits accruing to the average

individual, as measured by the before-tax monetary income of individuals,

All other benefits, either social (quOitylof life; qualitxtof schools, etc.)

or private (job satisfaction,, security, etc:) w !.t included; these

benefits can have a potitive or negative effect o ivate monetary returns.

Even though studies have provedlthat "pie with less educatiOn but equal

ability and entrepreneurial talent can deliver as much and as well as indi-

viduals with more formal education, there is a tendency, specially in the

public sector, to use education as a screening device. In instances where

an additional level of education does notresult in,greater productivity,

it beComes obvious that excessive social costs are passed on down to tax-

payers. Irrespective of this pattern, it would be tempting to conclude that

present rates of return to higher education are likely to be below their

long-term equilibrium values because of a slow economic situation (3.4% GNP

growth), inflation (7.8% CPI increase), and high.unemployment (8.8%);

however, there appears to be a strong desire fn the public sector to slow

down salary demandsso,as to bring them back in line with wage increases

paid in the private sector.

A,6 47
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